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Given a set of labeled points forming a valid map labeling,
we are interested in a fast update of the labels if a point
shaped object moves on an unknown path in the map. In
this paper, there are  labels that assumed to be axis-parallel,
unit-length, and square-shaped, each attached to one point
in the middle of one of its edges. We assume that a moving
object can freely move on the map and sends notifications
about its new positions. An updated labeling should include
all labels with no overlaps, avoid the current position of the
moving point, and use labels with length close to unit-size
as
The existing algorithm for this problem runs in
 possible.
 per each position notification. We present an algorithm that needs a preprocessing of
 time, but can
update
the
map,
for
any
new
position
of
the
moving point,
 !" , where $#&%' is the minimum
in
number of
update operations needed.
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Automated label placement is an important problem in map
generation, geographical information systems, and computer
graphics. This problem, in its simple form, is to attach a label
(regularly a text) to each point, line, curve, or a region in
the map. Point-label placement has received good attention.
In a valid labeling, labels should be pairwise disjoint, and
each label should be attached to its feature point [1]. There
are different variations of point-labeling that are discussed in
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
In this paper, we are interested in a fast update of labels
in a point-labeling map. For simplicity, we assume that our
map is composed of a number of points ( ) each labeled by a
unit-length axis-parallel square label. The point of each label
appears in the middle of one of its edges. Maps with more
general labeling can also be considered in our algorithm.
The labeling should be updated when the point-shaped object moves on an unknown path in the map. We assume that
the object can freely move on the map, and we are only notified when its position is changed (like a mouse movements
on screen). The new labeling should be valid in a way that all
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points preserve their labels, but the labels may have to flip or
resize to avoid the current position of the moving point. Besides, our goals is to have labels with lengths as close to one
(unit length) as possible, and to use the fewest number of label flip operations (according to the previous updated map).
Since each position notification of the moving object implicitly means that the object is removed from its old position, we can see each notification event as follows. First, the
object is removed from its old position and the labeling is set
back to its initial form. Second, the object is inserted into its
new position and the problem is to find a new optimal labeling defined as above. This view of the problem, greatly helps
us find the optimal solution in the optimal time.
Applications for this problem can be found in computer
graphics, computer games, flight animation, and in other related fields.
We show that given the original map, we can create
 several
space
data
structures
in
a
preprocessing
phase
that
use

and  time, so that for any position of the moving point,
the updated labeling
 with the mentioned
 optimum property
can be found in 89:;" . Here, 89 is used for point
location and <#=%' is the smallest number of flip and resize
operations needed.
The existing solution for this problem is based on 2-SAT
algorithm. This solution is independent of the existing valid
labeling, and should be found for each position of the moving
object from scratch. Details of this reduction can be found
in [7].
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The problem is precisely defined as follows. We are
given
NPORQTSUO aSWVGVGvalid
VWSUO2X2Y labeling K composed of points L M
labels
[ X Y ,unit-length
[W\ axis-parallelO0square
\
Z M NG [ Q S [ SWVGVWV,S and
where is attached to on the mid
point of one of its edges. For each position of the moving
point ] , the problem is to update K and obtain a new ] avoiding labeling KA^ for all points in L , such that ] does not
intersect with any label in K_^ , while the new label sizes are
as close to one as possible. We also want to create KA^ with
the minimum number of operations. Such a final re-labeling
is denoted by ] -avoiding optimum labeling.
We
more precisely as follows. A la[W\ define the operations
bel can ORbe\ flipped
over
the
edge containing its correspond[G\ can also be resized
ing point .
to any length `!#&a as
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Figure 1: (a) Initial labeled map. (b) The conflict graph:
domino edges
O0e (solid) and blocking edges (dashed). Edges
ending at are not shown.
Figure 2:

O\

long as remains on the mid-point
edge.
 NPO e YiSPj  ofis its
defined as a weighted
Conflict graph fgM Lgh
directed
O e multi-graph on the set of points L and a dummy
vertex (this dummy vertex is required to model flip operation for vertices with no outgoing domino
Z edge), to model all
possible flip and resize operations on . There are two different edges in this graph: One representing the normal flip
operations, called DominoEdges to convey the domino effect
that may be caused by a flip. We will show that a flipped label can not flip any further. But, there may be cases where
two flipped labels overlap, and we should resize one or both
to avoid label overlaps. These operations are modeled by
BlockingEdges. These edges are precisely defined as,

M

DominoEdges
BlockingEdges

M

N  Ok\ SUO"l Gm n  [G\ ko [dlqM!
p rY h
N  O2\ SUO e O2\utwvyxzNPO e YCYS and
N  O \ SUO l GWmmWn s  [ \ kown  [ l  M{
p r YiV

The resize operation
when two (original or
['| is [Tneeded
}
flipped) labels, | say } and , overlap. There are many
 ['|S ` re-| 
`
`
~
size values
of
and
such
that
the
resized
labels
 [}WS ` }  do not overlap. From the problem definition,
and ~
 N ` |S ` },Y is maxiwe are interested in the values where
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.
mized. We define this value as 
Based
on
the
above
function,
we
define

  for each edge M  O\PSUO"l  t<j as a weight function 
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A sample labeled map is shown in Fig. 1(a). The corresponding conflict graph is shown in Fig. 1(b), in O
which
e the
domino edges are solid (domino edges ending at
are not
shown) and blocking edges are dashed arrows. Let Kq^ be a
] -avoiding labeling with label length of  . We will define
a subgraph :^ of f with minimum number of vertices and
edges, and show that KA^ exists if and only if there exists a
valid (to be defined) ^ . We need the following definitions:

q^

and the optimal generated K^ .

 O \ SO l

t

 O DominoEdges is a dominoDefinition 1
reachableOR
edge
from
O \ any in f , if there is a directed simple
path 
of domino edges.
 O0\SOl t

is an  -terminating
DefinitionO 2
O 
 O2\ SUO"l  isDominoEdges
edge from , if
a domino-reachable
edge from
t


with
a path  , where for each
 ,   and
 edge
  O\PSUOl  . The path O O"l is also defined as an
 -terminating path.
Definition
O0  3O \
from , if
 .

 O \ SO l  t DominoEdges is an  -critical edge
SUO l 
 O \ SO l M
is an  -terminating edge and 

[

O

Let ^ be the label that contains
the query point
[
U¡  ] SP.¢  ^ asis
the corresponding point of ^ . We define  ^ M
^ ^ O
a subgraph
of
containing
all
-terminating
paths
from ^ .
f

¢
¡
That is, ^  and ^  are the set
of
all
vertices
and
edges
on
O
all  -terminating paths from ^ respectively (See Fig. 2). It
is obvious that :^ is unique. Moreover, it is easy to see the
following property.
Lemma 1 If £#z¤ then q^E¥

§¦^

.

Definition 4 The internal nodes (not including the zero outdegree vertices) of  ^ is denoted as ¨ ^  . Besides, the boundary edges (all edges that ends in a zero out-degree vertex) of
©^ is denoted as ª^ 
We are only concerned with the valid
below.

<^

O \ US O l t I¨ 
^

Definition 5  ^ is valid if for
O \ SOalll «z
BlockingEdges, we have 
.

>0¬(

to be defined
and

 O \ S O l  t
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The following is the main property of the optimal solution.
Theorem 2 There exists an K«^ if and and only if there exists
a valid q^ .
205
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The proof is given in the following lemmas:
Lemma 3 An K«^ can be constructed from a valid ´^ .
Moreover, the minimum label length in K§^ is  if at least
one of the following conditions holds:

C

1. There is an  -critical edge in ^ .

2. There is a blocking edge with both ends in ¨k^  and with
weight of  .

Proof. The operations required to construct Kq^ comes from
the following steps:

t ¢ .
 O·\PSUO"l  ¸
^
[\
[l
 O \ SUO l 
2. Resize one or both labels
O \ SUO and
t ª:to length 
l

for each boundary edge
^.
'
[
\
,
[
l
 O0\PSUO"l 
3. Resize one or both labels
and to length 
u
O

\

S

O
l

for each blocking edge
 with both ends in ¨^  .
The generated labels are all larger than  since there is no
resize operation to a length less than  . Moreover, no two la1. Flip label

[T\

Figure 3: Maximum number of domino and blocking edges
from a given label (shown as darker label) in (a) and (b) respectively

for each domino edge

bels may intersect since, otherwise, there must be a (domino
or blocking) edge with weight less that  in ªw^  hw¨I^  which
contradicts the validity of ^ . It is easy to verify that, if
there is an  -critical edge or a blocking edge with both ends
in ¨I^  with weight  , then a label with length equal to  is
generated.
¹
Lemma 4 For any Kº^ , there exists a valid q^ .

v

Proof. Define
as
set
¢ the
N  O of
O \ SO lwitht»flipped
vS  O \ SUO orl  re-t
\ SUO lpoints
M
W

m
sized labels, and
Y
DominoEdges . Suppose  is an ¢  -terminating path starting from ] . This path should be in since, otherwise, either
there is a sequence of flips along this path not ending to a label with
 , or  is not an  -terminating path.
¢ length atis least
So, ^  , which
the
union
-terminating paths, is a
¢
v of all
v .  Since
subset of , and hence ^  ¥
the initial labeling
is valid, there
is
no
blocking
edge
with
both
ends in internal
v
nodes of , and
hence
there
is
no
blocking
edge
with weight
v
less that  in ^  . So, a valid q^ exists.
¹
From Theorem 2, we can conclude that it is sufficient to
check the existence of valid ´^ . Lemma
 5 proves that we
only need to check this for at most  values of  ’s, and
this can be searched more effectively from the fact given in
Lemma 6.
Lemma
optimal label length
N  U Gm 5twj¼The
Y , which
 belongs to the set
has at most  elements.
Proof. For the first part,
assume that the optimal label length
 does not belong to N [  \ U Gm tz¢Y . So, there should be a
label of length  , say , in the optimal labeling. This label
is resized [ to
to resolve an intersection with some other
l .  Obviously,
label,
say
the best resizing for these labels is
  O\PSUOl 9½$ and hence the value of  is not optimal.
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(b)

(a)

For the second part, we count the number of
the
O\qedges
t L ,inthere
conflict graph f . It is obvious that for each
is at most three edges in DominoEdges (Fig. 3(a)) andOat\
most six edges
starting at .
¢ in BlockingEdges (Fig.
N  3(b))
Wm t¢Y has  
Therefore, m m0#!¾C hence the set 
¹
members.
It is easy to see the following.
Lemma 6 If there is no valid
for all ¤½$ .

¿

^

then there is no valid

 ¦^
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For each label, we define a region inside it, denoted by flipping region, to shows that the corresponding label must be
flipped only if the moving point is inside that region. This
region is a simple polygon with constant number of edges.
Later in this section, we will briefly describe how this region
is calculated.
The key routine in the optimal algorithm is “Finding E^ ”
that generates the subgraph
´^ with the maximum value of
 for any given label [ ^ . This routine has two purposes:
in the preprocessing phase it is used to find the flipping region, and in the online part of the algorithm we extract the
required flip and resize operations from the output
 " subgraph.
We will show that this routine finds ^ in
amortized
time where is the size of the subgraph(or equally the size
of the optimal output).

¿0¬(
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This phase consists of the following steps:
1. Build the conflict graph f ,
2. Calculate the weight function 

 

3. Create a sorted
of
Q list of all
VGVWV weight
!a ,
sume that  #$ #



for all edges,

 \ MÂ  

and as-

4. Construct a point location data structure on the initial
labels [8],
5. Calculate and store flipping region for each label

["\ .
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Lemma
7 The preprocessing phase needs
Ã

 ¼

time.

Proof. The conflict graph can be built using a simple vertical
sweep line algorithm keeping
track of all intersectingU labels

 can
with the sweep line in 8 time. The value of 

a

also be computed
in
time
per
each
edge.
Steps
3
and

4 also take  time. To calculate the flipping region,
which has constant number
to
 of edges, in step 5, wetheneed
build q^iÄ that needs  time for each label.So,
over
all time required in the preprocessing phase is  .
¹

¿0¬¶>
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Given a label ^ , the routine starts with building the subgraph
©I^ Æ . Hereafter, the routine builds  ^iÄ8Ç Æ by adding some
vertices and edges (possibly empty) to <^ Ä . The following
properties are used in constructing  ^ ÄÇ Æ :
 Æ ¥ ©^È
iÉ ¥ ©^È
iÊ ¥ VGVGV (definition of :^iÄ ),
1.  ^È
^ ÄÇ Æ connected
^ Ä8Ç Æ
2. All edges of  C
to a leaf vertex of  i
\
have weights at least  (Def. 2),
\Ë Q M$  N  UÌ SPÍ Wm UÌ SPÍ  t ¨ ^  ÄÇ Æ Y  is an
3. The value ¤
upper bound of the optimal label length (Def. 5),

4.
5.

\Ë Q $ \Ë Q (Def. 5), and
Finally, the recursive definition of  ^ Ä8Ç Æ (definition of
 ^ Ä8Ç Æ and Def. 5) is as follows:
 ^iÄ8Ç Æ M{ ^iÄ h N  ÎCÄÇ Æ m UÌ SPÍ  t ª ^ iÄ S  ÏÌ SÍ MÐ \.YV
 i^ Ä8Ç Æ

 ^ Ä8Ç Æ

2. while true do

N  ÎiÄ8Ç Æ m ÏÌ SÍ  t ªqiÄ S  UÌ SPÍ MÓ \ Y
^
^iÄ8Ç Æ .
\Ë Q .
Compute sets ª ^  ÄÇ Æ , ¨ ^  ÄÇ Æ , and ¤
\Ë Q $ \Ë Q then
if ¤
i. return  ^iÄ and terminate.
Let ÑuMÐÑ0Ða .

(a) Compute
and build 

(d)

¿0¬¶¿

3. end while

\

Lemma 8 The  ^ Ä for\ all values of
  can be constructed
in ascending order of  in overall  time.
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Using the “Finding ^ ”, the label updating algorithm can be
as simple as follows:
The Optimal Label Updating Algorithm
For each position
steps:

]

1. Locate the label

of the moving point do the following

[
^

containing ] .

2. if no such label exists then
terminate.

a simple

Finding ©^
[
Input: Conflict graph f , and a label ^ ,
Output: The subgraph  ^ with the maximum value of 
Algorithm:
1. Let Ñ·MÒa and construct ^Æ .

(c)

[

Having
 ^CÄ for an ^ , we can construct the[ l flipping region
[
of ^ as follows. Shrink all flipped labels
(according
[ to
©^iÄ ) that have intersection with original location
of
^ to
[
region
of
,
which
is a
size  , and then obtain the flipping
^
[
polygon, from the intersection of ^ with those shrunk labels.
It is easy to see that the flipping region for each label has a
constant number of edges, hence deciding
to flip the label
containing the query point can be done in a time.
[
It is obvious that if the[ moving point goes into ^ but not
in the flipping region\ of ^ , the  ^iÄ will generate a labeling
[
with size less than  . So, the optimal solution is to resize ^
instead of flipping it.

is valid if and only if ¤

Using the above recursive definition of
incremental algorithm can be proposed:

(b)

Proof. Any edge in the conflict graph is visited at most a
constant number of times: A domino edge is visited at most
once, and a blocking edge is visited at most twice (a blocking edge is checked whenever one of its ends is added to
the internal vertex set). With appropriate data structures for
maintaining
sets
 ¨ and ª , each visit to an edge can be imple-¹
mented in aT .

Z

is the optimal labeling and

3. if ] is not in the flipping region of
obtain optimal labeling,

[ ^ , then resize [ ^

to

4. Call “Finding q^ ” and write the required operations according to ^ .
The above algorithm along with Lemma 8 yields the following theorem:
Theorem 9 Given a moving point ] on a labeling K , the
time
to generate an updated ] -avoiding labeling is
 required
×" where is the number of operations required to
update K .

Ø
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In this paper, we introduced the problem of updating a
squared axis-parallel labeled map to avoid a moving point.
We modeled the initial labeling andupdate
operations with

a directed multi-graph with at most  edges and vertices
called conflict graph. We also showed that given a point ] ,
the optimal ] -avoiding labeling corresponds to a subgraph
207
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of the Ûconflict graph that can be found in time 8wÜ"
where is the number of update operations.
If the path of the moving object is known initially, say a
straight line, we cannot gain any performance with the technique used here. Knowing where the moving object will go,
only let us foretell the next event (when a label updating action is required to update the map).
The proposed data structure in this paper only supports
one moving point, but it can simply be extended to a constant
number of moving points that gives the optimal labeling with
the same time bounds.
The technique used in this paper can be extended to other
labeling schemes, like axis parallel rectangular labels.
 The
only difference is that the conflict graph may have
_
edges.
The
algorithm
still
produces
the
optimal
labeling
in
 z" time where is  T .
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